May 2022 Training Test
1)

Should a red seal on a piece of voting equipment be broken by anyone but the poll worker? _______

2)

Is it true that the poll does not have to verify that the public count is ZERO and that the access tape has
zeros on all the races and contests on the Controller before voting begins? _______

3)

What is the prescribed number of feet from all entrances of the polling place where voters may enter that
Distance markers need to be posted? _______

4)

Is a notice regarding use of wireless or recording devices required to be posted where voters are waiting to
vote? ________

5)

Is a name tag required for poll workers? ______

6)

Do seals and locks need to be checked and verified before preparing the voting equipment and voter checkin for voters? _________

7)

If the voting equipment malfunctions, is it appropriate for the presiding judge to create ballots himself or
herself? _______

8)

Can bystanders be in the poll? ________

9)

Is the media, acting as media, allowed to be in the polling place? ________

10)

Is electioneering for an issue on the current ballot allowed in the polling place? _______ (Electioneering
includes wearing a button, hat, shirt, etc. supporting a candidate or measure.)

11)

Are voters allowed to bring in campaign materials that may assist them in casting their ballot? _______

12)

Can poll workers allow voters to vote their ballot using their cell phones in the polling place? ______

13)

Are candidates allowed to give voters a ride to the polling place? ______

14)

How many election officials are required to render assistance to a voter who is eligible for assistance on
election day? _______

15)

Is there a restriction on who a voter may have assist them when voting? _______

16)

Are voters that have mobility issues allowed to request to move to the front of the line for voting?
________

17)

If a voter has a ballot by mail with them when they come to vote and they surrender it to the poll worker
and cancel the ballot, are they required to vote provisionally? ______

18)

How many times can a poll worker give a voter a new sheet for voting if they make a mistake marking the
ballot? ____________

19)

If a voter has applied to have their address marked as confidential and their address is not displayed when
their record is reviewed, do they have to complete a Statement of Residence? _________

20)

Is it true that Provisional ballots never count? ___________

21)

Will a voter be registered after the election if they vote provisionally? ________

22)

Is it true that poll workers do not have provisional supplies prepared and sorted to use on Election Day?
_________

23)

Is it correct that all voters that have requested a ballot by mail and do not have the ballot to surrender at the
poll, they will vote provisionally? _________

24)

Does the poll worker need to complete information on both sides of a provisional envelope? ___________

25)

Does the poll worker have to provide information to the voter if they are voting provisionally because they
did not bring a qualifying form of ID to the poll? ___________

26)

When a voter votes a provisional ballot, the election official enters the voter’s name on what form?
___________________________________

27)

Where box is the List of Provisional Voters placed in when delivering election records after the polls close?
______________________________________

28)

Does the poll worker have to see and verify photo ID on a provisional voter? _________

29)

Is it true that the poll worker does not have to do anything differently on the Controller to issue a
provisional ballot to a voter? ________

30)

What is placed in the voter’s green provisional envelope? ______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

